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Abstract
▪ Key conclusions from the Online S3 project 

funded under the Horizon 2020, 2016-2018

▪ The Online S3 has produced a web platform 
of 28 software applications and roadmaps 
that facilitate the design and 
implementation of Research and Innovation 
Strategies for Smart Specialisation (RIS3). 

▪ Online S3 is advancing RIS3 as a place-based 
, evidence-driven innovation policy, by using 
big datasets, software for complex 
methods, and user engagement for policy 
co-design.

▪ Online S3 White Paper: 
https://www.komninos.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/ONLINE-S3-White-
paper-Final.pdf

https://www.komninos.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/ONLINE-S3-White-paper-Final.pdf
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Thematic objectives
1. Research and innovation

2. Information and Communication Technologies

3. Competitiveness of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

4. Shift to a low-carbon economy

5. Climate change adaptation and risk management and prevention

6. Environmental protection and resource efficiency

7. Sustainable transport and disposal of congestion on major network 
infrastructure

8. Employment and support for labour mobility

9. Social inclusion and poverty reduction

10. Education, skills and lifelong learning

11. Institutional capacity & effectiveness of public administration

Ex ante conditionalities

1.1. National or regional smart 
specialisation strategy is in 
place to concentrate resources 
on a limited set of research 
and innovation priorities

2.1. Digital growth: A strategic 
policy framework for digital 
growth to stimulate affordable, 
good quality and interoperable 
ICT-enabled private and public 
services 

2.2. Next Generation Network 
(NGN) Infrastructure: The 
existence of national or 
regional NGN Plans which take 
account of regional actions in 
order to reach the Union high-
speed Internet access targets

S3

Smart Specialisation 2014-2020: Thematic Objectives and ex ante conditionalities



S3 2014-2020: Weaknesses and failure areas
1. From theory to methods: Specialisation-diversification choices

➢ A survey of nine countries and twenty-
one regions RIS3 showed that the 
robustness of methodological 
approaches varied and, in many 
regions, key concepts of the RIS3 steps 
were not (fully) understood.

➢ The specialisation – diversification 
perspective was reduced to  
specialisation only, as
– Regional specialisation and focus on the 

larger sectors (2-digit NACE)

– National or EU specialisation and focus on 
sectors with high location quotient.

Potential diversification trajectories 
were rather neglected:

• Digital transformation: digitisation of 
processes, cloudification, e-commerce, 
e-supply chains, AI in data exploration

• Interconnection of regional activities 
with global value chains

• Related Variety analysis and 
identification of potential 
diversification in sectors having 
cognitive and technological proximity.



S3 2014-2020: Weaknesses and failure areas
2. Limited data analytics: EDP, specialisation profile, monitoring and assessment

The Entrepreneurial Discovery Process 
(EDP) is an interactive bottom-up process 
in which participants from different 
background (3ple helix) discover potential 
new activities, identifying opportunities for 
investment, while policymakers assess 
outcomes and ways to facilitate the 
realisation of this potential.

In EDP, the ‘smart’ dimension of S3 was 
neglected. The use of digital systems, 
datasets, information intelligence, and 
data-driven innovation was very limited. 
EDP was reduced in workshops and 
stakeholder meetings. 

➢ The same is true for monitoring 
and assessment, experimentation 
with pilot projects and scale-up 
of successful experiment. 

➢While output and result 
indicators for monitoring RIS3 
implementation have been 
defined, no Monitoring and 
Assessment System has been 
developed.



S3 2014-2020: Weaknesses and failure areas
3. Policy co-design: User engagement, 3ple and 4ple helix 

➢ RIS3 user and stakeholder 
engagement in policy design has been 
limited, especially in the selection of 
projects to implement S3 objectives.

➢ Societal stakeholders were not 
involved in EDP as they should be 
(Marinelli and Perianez Forte, 2017). 
This essentially limits those policies as 
regards the choice of innovations that 
RIS3 focuses on.

➢ RIS3 should be more consistent with 
mission-oriented policies in the field of 
R&I that have societal relevance and 
are multi-sectoral (Mazzucato, 2018). An exemption: The 4ple helix in Six Cities Strategy

https://forumvirium.fi/en/the-six-city-strategy-finlands-
flagship-project-for-eu-cohesion-30/

https://forumvirium.fi/en/the-six-city-strategy-finlands-flagship-project-for-eu-cohesion-30/


Connected intelligence is the wider type of intelligence produced by the integration 
of human, collective, and artificial intelligence. As shown in the Table below CI is 
based on a combinatory logic and emerges mainly in communities. Three out of four 
manifestations of CI presuppose the existence of a community of actors.

How RIS3 can be done better?
Strengthening the ‘smart’ dimension of S3 by connected intelligence

Fundamental types of intelligence Connected intelligence as combination of 
fundamental types 

Connected intelligence forms of 
appearance

• Human intelligence

• Collective intelligence based on 

groups of agents, humans or 

‘bots’

• Artificial or machine intelligence

• Human intelligence + collective intelligence

• Human intelligence + machine intelligence

• Collective intelligence + machine intelligence

• Human intelligence + collective intelligence + 

machine intelligence

• Capabilities + e-collaboration
• Capabilities + software & data
• E-collaboration + software 

&data
• Capabilities + e-collaboration 

+ software & data



How RIS3 can be done better?
The Online S3 Platform



How RIS3 can be done better? 
The Online S3 Platform

http://www.s3platform.eu/

http://www.s3platform.eu/


The Online S3 Platform
28 methods by software and data applications / 4 roadmaps for integration



Next stage S3 2021-2027
Augmenting capabilities: Software for applying complex methods



Next stage S3 2021-2027
Understanding trends through data: EDP, monitoring, impact analysis



Next stage S3 2021-2027
Web collaboration and collective intelligence for policy co-design



Next stage S3 2021-2027: Software for methods, data analytics, e-participation




